Diptera are vectors of major human and animal pathogens worldwide, such as dengue, West-Nile or bluetongue viruses. In seasonal environments, vector-borne disease occurrence varies with the seasonal variations of vector abundance. We aimed at understanding how diptera-borne viruses can persist for years under seasonal climates while vectors overwinter, which should stop pathogen transmission during winter. Modeling is a relevant integrative approach for investigating the large panel of persistence mechanisms evidenced through experimental and observational studies on specific biological systems. Inter-seasonal persistence of virus may occur in hosts due to viremia duration, chronic infection, or vertical transmission, in vector resistance stages, and due to a low continuous transmission in winter. Using a generic stochastic modeling framework, we determine the parameter ranges under which virus persistence could occur via these different mechanisms. The parameter ranges vary according to the host demographic regime: for a high host population turnover, persistence increases with the mechanism parameter, whereas for a low turnover, persistence is maximal for an optimal range of parameter. Persistence in hosts due to long viremia duration in a few hosts or due to vertical transmission is an effective strategy for the virus to overwinter. Unexpectedly, a low continuous transmission during winter does not give rise to certain persistence, persistence barely occurring for a low turnover of the susceptible population. We propose a generic framework adaptable to most diptera-borne diseases. This framework allows ones to assess the plausibility of each persistence mechanism in real epidemiological situations and to compare the range of parameter values theoretically allowing persistence with the range of values determined experimentally.
Introduction
The unfolding of the seasons generates profound, cyclical environmental changes, presenting organisms with multiple challenges which are the most difficult and diverse that they must face [1] . Adaptations to seasonal changes -reproduction, migration, and dormancy periods -are a fundamental feature shared by all living organisms. Insects, which are particularly sensitive to their environment and are present all over the world, encounter extremely varied climate conditions. The adaptative ''strategies'' they have developed and their physiological consequences reveal a formidable diversity between species, and even between populations of the same species living at different latitudes [2] . Insects must in particular survive unfavourable seasons, such as the winter in temperate climates and the hot dry season in tropical climates [3] . During this unfavourable period, many enter diapause. This is a state regulated by the endocrine system characterized by low metabolic activity associated with a reduction of morphogenesis, an increase in resistance to extreme conditions, and a modification of activity (dormancy or migration). Diapause most often occurs at a genetically determined point in the lifecycle in response to environmental signals announcing unfavourable conditions [1] .
Hematophagous insects, which have the distinction of being vectors of pathogens that cause disastrous diseases for human and animal health (malaria, dengue, African horse sickness, etc.), are no exception to this rule. One of the most striking features of vector-borne diseases is their strong seasonality connected to that of vectors, leading to a quasi-disappearance of clinical cases during the unfavourable season. The pathogens transmitted therefore must develop a persistence strategy to survive the unfavourable season and to adapt to their vectors' own seasonal dynamics. Conceptually, three independent mechanisms are possible: i) low continuous transmission associated with the survival and residual biting activity of the adult vector, ii) persistence in the host, and iii) persistence in the resistance stages of the vector. Continuous transmission could occur in areas where vectors bite hosts year round; with low winter temperatures lengthening the interval between two meals and the extrinsic incubation period (latency period), clinical cases are rare and may pass unnoticed. This mechanism was suggested to constitute a means of persistence in the Culex/West Nile virus system in southern California [4] . Persistence in a host may be related to long viremia, to vertical transmission, or to a chronic infection phenomenon with resurgent viremia. For example, in the Culicoides/bluetongue virus system, cattle present a long viremia and the transmission of the virus from a cow to her calf is possible [5] , [6] . In the Culex/Western equine encephalitis virus system, a resurgence of viremia was observed experimentally in snakes after hibernation [7] . A pathogen also can persist if it maintains itself in the overwintering stages of the vector after vertical transmission, in the eggs or in newly emerged adults, as is the case respectively of the mosquito/Japanese encephalitis virus system and the mosquito/St. Louis encephalitis virus system [8] , [9] .
The existence of each of these mechanisms has been demonstrated, experimentally and by field observations, in different biological systems. In contrast, few studies have investigated several of these pathogen persistence mechanisms, illustrating the difficulty of demonstrating the efficacy of a mechanism and of quantifying its importance under natural conditions [4] . Little progress thus has been made to contradict Léon Rosen, who wrote in 1987: ''at present, the mechanism by which mosquito-borne alphaviruses pass the winter is obscure'' [10] . Yet the persistence of arboviruses represents an interesting model of a parasite (in the broad sense) developing adaptation mechanisms to the seasonal synchronization of host/vector pairs (with the latter also possible to consider as a parasite). Modelling approach allows us to better understand the reasons for the selection of a given overwintering mechanism and may help us to devise experiments to quantify critical parameters of these overwintering mechanisms. Furthermore, the understanding of these mechanisms has direct consequences in terms of the prevention of vector-borne diseases (vaccination strategies, etc.), which strongly impact the health of human and animal populations.
Our objective was to assess parameter ranges under which persistence could occur in several virus/vector/vertebrate systems and then to compare the range of parameter values theoretically allowing persistence with the range of values determined experimentally.
Materials and Methods

The General Model
To study these different mechanisms we developed a general common model for all of the mechanisms of virus persistence. Modifications due to each hypothesis are described thereafter. We used a standard compartment model to describe the vector-borne transmission of a pathogen between a vertebrate host population (HP) and a vector population (VP) (Figure 1 ). The parameters of this model are defined in Table 1 . In the presence of a virus, the host population (HP) is divided into three health states ( Figure 1 ): susceptible (SH), infectious (IH), and immune (RH). It is assumed to remain constant: the entry rate (b H ) compensates the exit rate (m H ). For our study to be relevant to a wide range of vector-borne diseases, three different demographic regimes of hosts were represented: one with a relatively high turnover adapted to a bird population, a second with an average turnover comparable to that of a ruminant livestock population such as cattle, and a third with a low turnover comparable to a human population.
In the presence of a virus, the vector population (VP) is divided into three health states ( Figure 1 ): susceptible (SV), exposed (EV), and infectious (IV). The vectors have a mean lifespan of 1/m V . In a disease-free environment, the density-dependant growth of this population is regulated by the seasonal carrying capacity K(t). If VP,K(t), susceptible vectors are born, if VP$K(t), there is excess mortality of vectors in each health state. In a period favourable for vectors, the K function is a sinusoidal function with a maximum h.
In an unfavourable period, the K function is assumed constant and equal to Nb. These Nb vectors are not taken into account in the virus transmission dynamic in this general model, but represent the number of new vectors emerging when the favourable period returns. The vector-borne transmission takes place when an infectious vector (IV) bites a susceptible host (SH) which then becomes infectious (IH), or when a susceptible vector (SV) bites an infectious host (IH) and then becomes exposed but not yet infectious (EV). The dynamics of hosts and vectors are described by the following ODE system (Eq. (1)):
Very close models have been used to represent a large panel of vector-borne diseases, such as dengue, West Nile fever and bluetongue [11] , [12] , [13] .
The stochastic version of the ODE model was developed to enable us to study persistence phenomena, based on random events. Each transition rate of the ODE (e.g. a I ) was transformed into a transition probability (p aI = 1-e 2aIDt , with Dt = 1day). Then, the number of transitions between two given health statuses at time t was represented by a random variable and followed a Binomial distribution, which parameters were the population size in the status concerned and the associated transition probability. For example, for two theoretical health statuses (X, Y) and associated transition probability p(XY), we would have:
Only the equation regulating vector population birth follows a Poisson probability distribution with parameter
.
Outputs
The probability of virus persistence 5 years after virus introduction (named hereafter persistence) and the distribution of the extinction dates allowed us to describe the virus capacity to persist over unfavourable periods. Persistence is estimated by the proportion of repetitions in which the virus is still present (either in the host or in the vector populations) 5 years after its introduction. The extinction dates for each repetition correspond to the date when the virus has disappeared from both populations (hosts and vectors). These dates allow the calculation of the proportion of repetitions in which the virus has disappeared per year since the virus introduction. Simulations were carried out over 5 years and not less to study the persistence of the virus and not its invasion capacity.
The different Persistence Mechanisms
To explore each persistence mechanism, we modified the general model by successively changing one or several features. For each mechanism, we studied the virus persistence and the distribution of extinction dates 5 years after its introduction. We assessed parameter ranges under which persistence could occur according to the host demographic regime.
Long host viremia. The duration of viremia, meaning the period during which the virus is present in the blood, has been relatively well documented, although the period during which viremia is sufficient to infect vectors is understood less well. Viremia can be extremely variable between individuals in the same population; for example, the viremia of bluetongue virus infection in cattle ranges from 7 to 63 days [14] , and longer viremias have been described on an exceptional basis [15] . Of course, persistence seems possible only if viremia duration can exceed the duration of the unfavourable period. However, it is not known to what extent persistence is probable over several years according to the proportion of individuals having a long viremia duration, or simply to the maximum of the viremia duration.
To represent this variability, we attributed a viremia duration to each newly infected individual, using a discrete random variable with an asymetric unimodal distribution. Therefore, we designed qualitatively a parametric function. The definition of this function is [1; x] (Table 1 ), x being greater than the duration of the unfavourable period (365-d) (Figure 2 ). Two other parameters manage this function (Table 1) : the most likely viremia duration, M (i.e. the distribution function mode), which is generally short, and the cumulative probability to have a viremia duration longer than (365-d), A (Figure 2) .
On the interval of tested values (Table 1) , we assessed 570 scenarios for each host population, or, in other words, for each of the three demographic regimes of hosts (1710 scenarios in total).
Reactivation of viremia during persistent infection in
hosts. It has long been known that certain arboviruses can be rediscovered in a host weeks or even months after infection, even in the case of brief viremia [16] . Under certain systems, a resurgence of viremia was observed in these infected hosts [7] . Of course, persistence seems possible if a chronically infected individual become viraemic again while the virus is not present any more. However, it is not known to what extent persistence is probable over several years according to the probability of chronic infection, or to the duration chronic infection.
To represent this mechanism, a fourth host health state (Figure 3 ), chronically infected individuals (CIH), was added to the shared model and the equations for hosts (Eq.1) were modified as follows:
In this way, infectious hosts (IH), once their viremia ends at rate a I , either will be chronically infected (CIH) with probability f I , or will be cured (RH) (1-f I ). Following stress (period of reproduction, migration, other diseases), chronically infected hosts (CIH) can become viraemic again (IH), with occurrence rate p. Independently, they exit the CIH compartment at rate a IC . In the stochastic version of the model, these transitions follow binomial probability distributions.
On the interval of tested values (Table 1) , we assessed 2100 scenarios for each of the three demographic regimes of hosts (6300 scenarios in total).
Vertical Transmission in Hosts
In the three host regimes considered, only those corresponding to humans and cattle, with 9 month gestation periods, can allow virus persistence over the period unfavourable for vectors through vertical transmission, and therefore the birth of a viraemic individual. In contrast, the demographic regime corresponding to a bird population is not taken into account in this mechanism as the incubation time and egg laying periods in temperate environments do not allow to pass the unfavourable season.
Of course, persistence seems possible if a viraemic individual is born while the virus is not present anymore. However, it is not known to what extent persistence is probable over several years according to the probability of vertical transmission.
Infectious hosts (IH) are divided into two categories according to whether vertical transmission is possible (with a probability g H ) or not, vertical transmission only being possible during gestation (probability b H ). Infectious individuals for which there is vertical transmission are distributed at infection uniformly over the gestation stages. In the stochastic version of the model, these transitions follow binomial probability distributions.
On the interval of tested values (Table 1) , we assessed 47 scenarios for each of the two demographic regimes (cattle and human; 94 scenarios in total).
Transovarian transmission in vectors prior to diapause. Diapause may take place in vector diptera during the egg, larval, or adult stage depending on the genus and species considered [3] . Two main mechanisms may be distinguished. In the first, overwintering takes the form of quiescent eggs, as is the case for most Aedes genus mosquitoes [17] , where infectious vectors present over the entire favourable period lay potentially infected eggs which will be able to contribute to the emergence of infectious vectors in the next favourable period. In the second, the overwintering forms are adults (or larvae), as is the case for most Culex genus mosquitoes [17] , among which the overwintering females are nulliparous, inseminated and with inhibited trophic behaviour [18] , [19] . Only vectors present at the end of the favourable period give birth to potentially infected adults which will contribute to the emergence of infectious vectors in the next favourable period. Of course, persistence seems possible if infected vectors emerge in the next favourable period. However, it is not known to what extent persistence is probable over several years according to the period during which the transovarian transmission is present, or to its probability.
These mechanisms are driven by the length of the favourable period during which the vertical transmission is present (inter), the probability of transovarian transmission (g V ) and the total number of individuals entering diapause (Nb d ). These parameters determine the share of infectious vectors whose offspring will be infectious, and therefore the proportion of infectious vectors among those emerging in the following favourable period. In the stochastic version of the model, these transitions follow binomial probability distributions.
On the interval of tested values (Table 1) , we assessed 725 scenarios for each of the three demographic regimes of hosts (2175 scenarios in total).
Low continuous transmission in the unfavourable
period. This mechanism involves a low vector-borne transmission during the unfavourable period. This could take place when insects maintain a residual biting activity or when a gonotrophic discordance phenomenon, when blood meals are maintained but there is no ovarian maturation, is observed, as may be the case among the Anopheles genus mosquitoes in temperate regions [20] . Of course, persistence seems possible if vectors maintain a biting activity during the unfavourable period. However, it is not known to what extent persistence is probable over several years according to the number of present vectors and to their gonotrophic parameters.
The function K(t) managing the seasonality is unchanged but the vectors present in constant numbers (Nb) during the unfavourable period now are involved in the virus spread dynamics (Nb unf ). These Nb unf vectors are distributed in the different health states in proportions equal to those at the end of the favourable period ( Figure 4) . However, the unfavourable period is marked by a slowdown in their pace of activity and a complete absence of egg laying. In consequence, while their survival rate (1-m Vunf .1-m V , Table 1 and Figure 5 ) and their extrinsic incubation period (1/q unf .1/q, Table 1 ) increase, their biting rate diminishes (n unf ,n, Table 1 ). In the stochastic version of the model, these transitions follow binomial probability distributions.
On the range of values tested (Table 1) , we assessed 612 scenarios for each of the three demographic regimes of hosts (1836 scenarios in total). 
Initial Conditions
The initial conditions were set to achieve over a favourable period a mean percentage of 5% infectious hosts and a mean percentage of 5% infectious vectors. The initial numbers are SH 0 = 10 8 , IH 0 = 1 and SV 0 = 10 5 , the other state variables being null. The transmission parameter values were determined to be compatible with numerous vector-borne diseases [12] , [14] , [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . An initial sensitivity analysis made it possible to verify that in the absence of one of the various persistence mechanisms considered, the virus could not survive the first period unfavourable for its vector, even with extreme transmission parameter values (not shown).
Furthermore, in order to eliminate early extinctions resulting from the stochasticity of the model, we only kept the runs that did not extinguish before the last day of the first favourable period. For each scenario of each hypothesis, 50 repetitions were retained and the time step is the day.
Results
Long Host Viremia
Persistence increases with the maximum duration of viremia (x), with a higher increase for a faster renewal of the host population (Figure 6a ). When the virus confers a long-lasting immunity and the population turnover rate is low (case of humans), the virus cannot persist over 5 years (Figure 6a) . Hence, for a maximum viremia duration greater than 144 days, the persistence periods are stable (Figure 6b) . As nearly the entire population becomes resistant, transmission is rendered impossible. For the other demographic regimes, the mode of the distribution function (Figure 6a ) and the cumulated probability of long viremia do not change the duration of persistence (data not shown). In contrast, persistence gradually increases with the maximum duration of viremia, with a higher increase for a renewal of the host population. With a maximum viremia duration of 148 days in 1% of infectious individuals, the persistence of the virus after 5 years is certain in birds and in half the cases in cattle (Figure 6 ). . In black, persistence. In shades of grey, from darkest to lightest, extinction the 5th, 4th, 3rd year after introduction, respectively. In white, extinction the 2nd year. In marble, extinction the 1 st year. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0074213.g007
Reactivation of Viremia during Persistent Infection in Hosts
Regardless of the host demographic regime, persistence increases with the probability of chronic infection (f I ) up to a threshold of 10 23 at which it reaches certainty. After this point, persistence decreases if the duration of chronic infection is long (1/ a IC .3 months) and the probability of a return to a viraemic stage is low (p,10 22 ) (Figure 7a ). Hence, there is an interaction between these three parameters. Numerous scenarios with a wide range of parameters were tested. The distribution of extinction dates (Figure 7b ) confirms this threshold (f I = 10 23 ) with an increase of early extinction dates after this value.
Vertical Transmission in Hosts
Persistence varies non-linearly with the probability of vertical transmission (g H ), the relation depending on the host demographic regime (Figure 8a ). For humans, persistence increases with the probability of vertical transmission (g H ) up to the threshold g H = 10
22 , progressively diminishing thereafter. For cattle, persistence increases with g H . It is constant and equal to 1 as soon as g H .0.5610 23 , with the exception of g H values between 10 23 and 10 22 (Figure 8a ). However, the dates of extinction show that in all cases the virus only disappears late in the two populations (Figure 8b ).
Transovarian Transmission in Vectors Prior to Diapause
Persistence varies non-linearly with the probability of transovarian transmission (g V ), the number of vectors (Nb d ) and the length of the period over which the population of infected vectors entering diapause (inter) is calculated, the relation depending on the host demographic regime (Figure 9a ). When the proportion of diapausing infected vectors was calculated with vector population present in the whole favourable period (inter = [1: 243]), persistence doubles when Nb d is multiplied by 5, (Figure 9a ) for the three host regimes considered. When this proportion was calculated with vectors present at the end of the favourable period only (inter = [230: 243]), persistence decreases as soon as g V .0.1 for cattle and humans if Nb d = 50 000 (Figure 9a) . Hence, there is an interaction between these three parameters. However, despite the decrease in persistence, the dates of extinction show that the virus persists up to the 4 th or 5 th year after its introduction (Figure 9b ).
Low Continuous Transmission in the Unfavourable Period
Persistence varies non-linearly with the survival of the vector in winter (1-m Vunf ), the relation depending on the host demographic regime (Figure 10a ). In contrast, variations in the biting rate (n unf ) and in the duration of the extrinsic incubation period (1/q unf ) do not modify persistence. In a human population, virus persistence increases with the winter survival of the vector (Figure 10a) , to achieve 60% for a vector winter survival of 30 days, then diminishes. In a cattle population, virus persistence follows the same profile up to 70% for a vector winter survival of between 30 (1-m Vunf .0.967) and 40 days (1-m Vunf .0.975), then diminishes for higher survival durations (Figure 10a) . In a bird population, a vector winter survival longer than one month leads to certain persistence of the virus (Figure 10a ). Despite the reduction in persistence in human and cattle populations, the dates of extinction are late and show virus persistence beyond three years as soon as the vector has a lifespan longer than one month (Figure 10b ).
Discussion
A modelling approach allowed us to assess the likelihood of mechanisms allowing an arbovirus to persist beyond the unfavourable period for its vector according to the parameters driving these mechanisms and the host demographic regime. Experimental studies and field observations indeed render it possible to demonstrate the existence of a persistence mechanism and to quantify the parameters of this mechanism [4] , [9] . Review articles offer lists of hypotheses for the persistence of a disease virus without exploring in detail their likelihood [10] , [28] . In contrast, modelling is a relevant approach for investigating an ensemble of persistence mechanisms and to compare the range of parameter values allowing a theoretical persistence with the range of values determined experimentally.
We evaluated 5 mechanisms of virus persistence related either to the persistence in the host, to the persistence in the vector, or to a low continuous transmission, and we identified the parameter values that theoretically allow virus persistence over several years. For each of the mechanisms, two types of threshold effects were observed. The first leads to a certain persistence, for the highest parameter values and/or for a demographic regime with the highest turnover, or, in other words, that comparable to a bird population. The second leads to a reduction in persistence beyond a certain value of the parameters driving the mechanism. This threshold effect is influence by the host demographic regime: if this proves to be insufficient and does not renew the susceptible population sufficiently quickly, persistence diminishes. Only a demographic regime with a high turnover comparable to that of birds allows the permanent renewal of the susceptible population. Such hosts often show strongly seasonal reproduction pattern. This seasonality may limit however contacts between susceptible hosts and vectors and thus reduce the probability of persistence.
The persistence mechanism of the virus in the host can ensure, for certain parameter values, virus persistence. In the cattle/ bluetongue virus system, long viremia, lasting 7 to 63 days and exceptionally more, could be observed [14] , [15] . As these data mainly were produced by experimental infections involving a limited number of animals (from a few to about twenty), Singer et al. [14] estimated that the probability of a viremia longer than 70 days was between 0 and 0.05 depending on the modes of calculation. Yet we observed a theoretical 5 year virus persistence probability of about 0.75 for an average viremia of 10 days and a maximum viremia of 154 days, corresponding to the probability of a viremia lasting longer than 70 days of less than 0.07. The available data for bluetongue thus seems to indicate that the long viremia in cattle could allow virus persistence. In this model, in contrast with most bluetongue virus serotypes, BTV8 can be vertically transmitted in a ruminant host at a relatively high rate: 0.1 to 0.3 of newborn calves with infected mothers are RT-PCR positive [5] , [29] . The effective vertical transmissions must be less frequent insofar as positive RT-PCR does not necessarily signify infectivity. Furthermore, our model does not take into account that an infected cow only gives birth to a viraemic calf if the infection takes place during the second half of the pregnancy, the infection otherwise leading to an abortion or the birth of a susceptible calf [30] [31] [32] [33] . However, the vertical transmission in a host appears as a very efficient means of persistence once the birth period corresponds to a favourable period for vectors since effective vertical transmission rates are 1% in humans or .1 % in cattle. Chronic infection seems to be an effective virus persistence mechanism as theoretical persistence probabilities of between 0.5 and 1 can be obtained for short periods in the chronic stage (1 month) and low probabilities of passage to a chronic state and of a return to viremia (respectively 1.10 24 and 1.10 24 to 1.10
22
). However, the existence of such a phenomenon has only been demonstrated for the Culex/reptiles/Western equine encephalitis virus system [7] . No return to viremia could be demonstrated in birds for the viruses of Western equine encephalitis or St. Louis encephalitis [34] , and for West Nile virus even if viral genome can be detected several weeks after infection [4] .
The persistence of the virus in the vector's overwintering stages reflects the adaptation of these arboviruses to the insects' diapause mechanisms [3] . By combining this process with transovarian transmission, demonstrated for numerous arboviruses [4] , [10] , [35] , [36] , [37] , the virus could persist many years, and all the more easily when the number of overwintering individuals and the probability of transmission are high. The range of theoretical values renders probable persistence by vertical transmission in the vector for the Aedes/dengue virus system, where vertical transmission is about 4% [37] and less certain for the Culex/West Nile virus system, where it is 7 to 8% [4] . This mechanism thus cannot always guarantee effective persistence, which will depend on the arbovirus/vector species considered [11] .
Persistence being the same whatever the extrinsic incubation rate and the biting rate, a low continuous transmission does not seem to allow persistence (maximum values tested of 100 days and 1/100 days 21 ); it is the possible survival of infected vectors that intervenes. It was demonstrated that in the Culex/West Nile virus system, females infected orally could conserve the virus at an undetectable level for 30 to 40 days at 10uC, and become infectious again as soon as the temperature increased [38] . However, overwintering Culex females do not usually feed blood and are therefore less likely to be infected, whereas bloodfed females are unlikely to enter diapause and survive winter, their average lifespan in laboratories being 20 days vs. 180 days for overwintering females [18] . The question remains open for viruses transmitted by Culicoides because it is possible to capture small quantities of these insects all winter long without being able to estimate their age [39] .
Other persistence hypotheses exist that require more complex approaches to be taken into account. A multiplicity of hosts and/ or of vectors may allow virus persistence past the unfavourable season [40] , [41] . Two different mosquito genera, the Culex and Aedes ones, effectively are involved in the transmission of the Ross River and Rift Valley viruses, which may allow arboviruses to combine the persistence effects in each of these vectors [40] . The multiplicity of hosts could result in the adaptation of the virus to one species among the possible hosts which allows persistence, as in the case of cattle and bluetongue virus or zebra and horse sickness virus [42] , [43] . The structure of the host and vector populations in time and space could influence virus persistence. The lifecycle of arthropods effectively is linked very closely to the climate [3] , [44] . In our study, the function of seasonality only allows a single annual peak of vector abundance during the favourable period, although several peaks can be observed [45] , [46] . This peak, which is sinusoidal and present over the entire favourable period, thus ensures the disappearance of the virus in the absence of any persistence mechanism. In addition, to not limit virus persistence within populations and to contradict its persistence or not during the unfavourable season, we chose to consider a non-limiting, large population of homogeneous hosts. A different approach by structuring the population in space (metapopulations, for example) would respond to other questions such as the impact of a rescue effect on virus persistence within numerous populations [47] , as is possible to envision for West Nile virus, carried by migrating birds [48] .
Our modelling approach allowed different arbovirus persistence mechanisms to be investigated. The survival of viruses within a host during the unfavourable season seems to be an effective strategy to adapt to seasonal variations and population dynamics of their vectors, either through extended viremia in a few individuals or through vertical transmission. The reactivation of chronic infections seems rare in arboviruses, although it is conventionally described for parasites, as in the case of malaria. Arboviruses with only a short presence in their hosts could persist through vertical transmission as seems likely for the dengue virus in humans. For viruses such as the West Nile virus, only new experimental investigations may allow overwintering modalities to be specified. Such investigations must aim to demonstrate a possible reactivation of chronic infection, which may be delicate given that a low occurrence can allow persistence, and explore abundances and survival of vectors during winter.
